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JSU program provides an international cultural exchange. See Features, p. 8 I 
Mike Mote, Jason Epperson and Bryan independent's competition and ended 
Benefield prove 92J's braln power at the Wednesday with the Greeks. Look for the win- 
1994 College Bowl. The annual academic ners and full coverage of the fun and games in 
tournament began Tuesday night with the next week's Chanticleer. 
JACKSONVILLE 
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Melanie Jones 
Editor in Chief 
Imagine crossing the road with 
only the traffic noise to guide 
you. It may not be easy, but for 
the 23 visually impaired students 
at JSU, it is a part of daily life. 
All crosswalks pose a special 
challenge for the visually im- 
paired, but Michael Mote, a JSU 
junior who has been blind since 
birth, said the crosswalk at the 
intersection of Highways 2 1 and 
204 is the most dangerous. "It's 
scary. I can say I try to cross up 
there as little as possible. ... The 
worst time to try to cross is dur- 
ing class changes because then 
people get in a hurry and some- 
times they will not stop, they 
just will not stop," he said. 
Elisha Gilliland, who finds her 
way around campus with the help 
Crosswalks to be safe 
of a guide dog, agreed with Mote. 
"That's very scary, when you have 
to get all upset and wonied over 
crossing one simple street," she 
said. 
Mote and Gilliland said the in- 
tersection frightens blind students 
because it is one of the few cross- 
walks on campus located at a 
major intersection. Withcars trav- 
eling in so many directions, it is 
hard for them to tell which lanes 
are safe to cross. "The chances of 
you getting hit are not very high, 
but they should be nothing ... I just - 
hope the University does some- 
thing before somebody gets hurt, 
or there is going to be a lot of 
trouble," Mote said. 
Now the University and the city 
of Jacksonville are working to- 
gether to decrease the danger. The 
How do J S U  students compare? 
See Walks page 4 
Chere Lee 
Photo Director 
Is JSU preparing students for the job market? 
A JSU survey given to employers of JSU gradu- 
ates says the top two strengths are "being depend- 
able and on time" and "reading effectively." The top 
two weaknesses are "working on computers" and 
"writing effectively." 
Allan Smith, Director of Student Assessment, 
conducted this survey, the first of its kind, in 1992. 
He sent a survey to all 1985 and 1989 graduates. 
They were to give it to their employers to fill out and 
return to JSU. Out of 250 sent out, 112 were re- 
turned. 
"When the students don't have work experience, 
college is where they develop things like depend- 
ability," Smith said. "The student has three roles: 
customer, employee, and product. JSU has always 
had emphasis on employee and product. I'm seeing 
a lot of Administrators making changes and putting 
emphasis on the student as customer. 
Joyce Roy, Professor of Education feels that some 
I 
universities think it is "more important for them to 
have a professor put an article in a journal rather 
than to meet the needs of the students. I think that's 
where we've really gone off base. Student needs 
have to come first." Roy added ". . . professors 
should be scholarly. . .," but when they have their 
assistants teach . . . so that they can do research or 
speak it is wrong." 
Roy believes that JSU is not that way ". . . because 
we've never had that same goal. It's always been 
stressed from day one that students come first." 
Kassie Gielle graduated from JSU with an En- 
glish degree in 1992. After working in retail man- 
agement for a year and a half she is now back in 
school working toward herteaching degree. "Some 
of the classes in the education program iive you 
hands on experience and you at least get an idea of 
what you're going to have to deal with and do. I 
don't feel like I learned a lot of things I needed to 
know. They gave me alittle taste of every thing and 
nothing specific. I think the more hands on experi- 
See Jobs page 2 
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*The ~ z l e a e  BASE examination will be held as follows. The examination - 
is required for graduation. Students should plan on bang in the test a 
minimum of 2 112 hours. Registration for the examination IS In the Office of 
Assessment, 216 Ayers Hall. 
Feb. 1 3:OO-7:W.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
Feb. 17 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
Feb. 26 8:30-12:30a.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
March 8 5:30-9:30p.m. JSU-Gadsden, Inzer Hall 
March 9 5:30-9:30 p.m. 1025 Ft. McClellan 
March 14 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
March 15 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
March 19 8:30-12:30a.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
March 23 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
March 24 5:30-9:30p.m 23 Ayers Hall 
*During the Spring term, the English Competency Exam~nation w~ll be 
given at the following times: 
Feb. 8 6:00 - 7:30p.m. 
Feb. 9 3:00 - 4:30p.m. 
*JSU S.A.V.E. will meet at 3 p.m. each Wednesday on the second floor of 
TMB. For more information call Elena Kauo at 435-9581. 
*The JSU mail service window hours have been extended from 9 a.m. - 4 
p.m. to 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. including the noon hour. 
-Student worker W2 forms are ready to be picked up in the payroll office. 
-Developing Scholars Society will hold their first meetlng of the spring 
semester at 3 p.m. Jan. 27 in 147 DaugetteHall. DSS isa social support group 
for the disabled and anyone else who might be interested. For more informa- 
tion call 782- 5093. 
~SigmaTau Delta (English Honor Society) is seeking new members. To be 
eligible, you must be a second semester sophomore and have a 3.0 average in 
all English courses. For more information, contact Ms. Horton in Room 214 
at Stone Center. The next meeting is at 3 p.m. today in 328 Stone Center. 
*There will be a career fair from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. in Cole Auditorium. Forty 
schools will be represented. Everyone is invited. 
*Beta Beta Beta will be offering a $100 scholarship to support undergraduate 
research in Biology. Anyone can apply. For more information, contact Dr. 
Kline. 
*Sign Language Classes will begin Feb. 21. The class will be held every 
Monday from 6-8 p.m. forbeginnersand4:30 - 6 p.m. for intermediate in 147 
Daugette Hall. The cost is $10 for students, staff and faculty and $20 for the 
general public. 
-1 -22. James Robb Yarbrough, 19, of Fairburn, GA, was arrested on 
St. Avenue and charged with theft of services. 
el-23. Lenise Easley Walkita reported third degree assault and theft 
of propety at Fitzpatrick Hall. 
01-21. Roderick Marshall, 27, of Dolomite, AL, was arrested at 
University Circle and charged with canying a pistol without a permit. 
01 -2 1. Jack Elliot McConnico, 20, of Birmingham, was arrested at 
UPD and charged with carrying a pistol without a permit. 
01-19. UPD reported criminal mischief at Jerry Cole Parking Lot. 
"A free press is the unsleeping guardian of every other righ 
that free men prize; it is the most dangerous foe of tyranny. 
--Winston Churchil 
Melanie Lynn Jones, Editor in Chief 
Jamie Cole, Managing EditorLayout Design 
Kelli Dobbs, Business Manager 
Mark Harrison, News Editor Will Chandler, Feahlres Editor 
Jeh Jeh Pruitt, Sports Editor Chere Lee, Photo Director 
I Joe Langston, Manager of Student Media I 
The Chanticleer, the student news ape! of Jacksonville State University, is produced by 
students. The editor has the finardeclsion on editorial co"tent. Fundin is prov~ded 
through Unlvers~ty appropriations and advertisements. Offices are in 188 Self Hall. 
Editorials are the opinions of the editorial board unless othemise noted. 
The editor reserves the ri ht to edit for content and s ce 
Send all submissions ro delanie Jones. The ~ h a n t i c g r ,  i80 Self Hall, JSU, Jackson- 
ville. AL 36265. Deadline for all submissions is noon Fridav. 
Students debate meal costs 
Tracy Seals 
News writer 
Mention college and the top 
three complaints students are 
likely to have, in no particular 
order, are: parking, cost of books, 
and cost of meals. 
Last week, Marriott turned the 
proverbial dinner tables and paid 
students $10 each to voice their 
opinions. 
The University held several fo- 
cus groups last week, over a three 
day period. 
Top on the list of complaints 
were prices of meal plans, the 
monopoly Mamott has on cam- 
pus and not being able to transfer 
left over meals from one week 
into the next. 
According to research con- 
ducted by Marriott, price-wise 
Jacksonville is among the lowest 
compared to other universities 
such as Auburn and Alabama. 
However, the statistics are se- 
mester-based and the length of 
the semester varies from one 
school to another. While provid- 
ing the same number of hours, 
JSU's semesters are actually 
shorter than those of many other 
colleges in the state. 
Marriott did not provide infor- 
mation that compared the cost on 
a per-meal basis. 
Students in and out of focus 
groups feel their money is wasted 
when they don't eat all 14 meals 
of their plan in one week because 
none of the left-over meals are 
transferable. Russ Wright, Divi- 
sion Director for Mamott, sees 
this complaint as legitimate and 
hopes to make changes in the near 
future. 
Students also expressed concern 
over Marriott's food service mo- 
nopoly on campus. 
Student organizations cannot 
sell food on campus to raise 
money. All food sold on campus 
must be catered by the Mamott. 
Russ Wright says the Marriott 
is concerned with students and 
always open for suggestions and 
complaints. 
Mamott wants to make changes 
for students in order to better ac- 
commodate them during theiredu- 
cation careers. 
According to reports supplied 
by JSU, the average cost per meal 
is $2.49 with the 20 meal plan. 
With buffet-style service, stu- 
dents are givenunlimited seconds 
with the purchase of a meal. 
Graph by Jamie Cole 
Jobs 
from page 2 
ence we can get the better. The world is going to be 
different and there will always be new situations but 
I think that they need to make you more aware of 
what is going on." 
David Watts, who joined the University as the 
Vice President of Academic Affairs in May, feels 
that JSU has "an absolute and firm commitment to 
quality undergraduate instruction. I have never been 
associated with another university in which there 
has been such a firm commitment than here at JSU." 
Despite JSU's "firm commitment," Watts said the 
state has not been able to provide JSU with the 
strong financial base needed to fulfill that commit- 
ment. 
Lloyd Dobyns, JSU's visiting Ayers Professor, 
says "If the University has taught you how to learn 
and adjust by the day you graduate, they've done all 
for you they can reasonably do, because all the 
individual items you learn with the exception of 
History perhaps are going to change." Working is 
a "process of taking what you've been taught and 
adjusting it to what technology orsociety decides to 
do to it. 
"If you graduate from college and believe that 
you are educated you do not have a hope or chance 
in hell," Dobyns said. He feels that degrees should 
be "...stamped 'learner's permit' because that is all 
they have taught you, how to learn." 
+ * 
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College Press Service 
From staff reports 
A new baby can be a lot of different 
things ... cute, cuddly, a living doll. It can 
also be hungry, fussy, sick. But would you 
believe they are also unbelievably expen- 
sive? If you're fantasizing about having a 
little darling anytime soon, you might want 
to think about these questions: 
1. Once you are pregnant, it is important 
for you to be healthy so your baby will be 
healthy. How much does it cost to visit the 
hospital for prenatal care? 
a. Nothing. 
b. $10 for the first time, $5 for each 
following visit. 
c. $150 for an initial visit, $75 each 
afterward. 
2. If you have your baby at a hospital, 
without having full health insurance to 
cover it, how much-will you be paying in 
bills afterwards? 
a. Nothing. 
b. About $100-150, a one-time charge. 
c. Anywhere from $3,500 to 6,000, and 
$10,000 for a Caesarean birth (surgery 
where your abdomen is opened to lift the 
baby out, as opposed to a natural, vaginal 
delivery). 
3. Congratulations, you're a new mom! 
Of course, you know there art: plenty of 
things baby needs. A crib, a car seat, food, 
toys. Even though the newborn is tiny, he 
or she has to eat. How much does baby 
formula cost? 
a. $2-$5 a month, about $70 a year. 
b. $30-$40 a month, about $420 a year. 
c. $70-$100 a month, about $1,020 a 
year. 
4. One thing that just about every baby 
goes through quickly is a box of diapers - 
cotton or plastic. Every week, prepare to 
spend: 
a. $2-$5 a week, cloth or plastic. 
b.$7-$11 a week, cloth or plastovl 
c. $12-$15 a week, cloth or plastic. 
5. Though you love your baby, some- 
times you want to go out for a night without 
him or her. Or maybe you want to get to 
school or work and you need to put the 
baby in day care. How much will baby- 
sitting set you back? 
a. Nothing. My parentslgrandparentsl 
friends will watch baby for free. 
b. Babysitters at $1-$3 per hour, day 
care, $25 pertweek. 
c. Babysitters at $3.50-$5 per hour, day 
care $75 per week. 
For all of these questions, the best answer 
"We never had any money left 
over. If we paid the rent, we 
couldn't go grocery shopping." 
--Michelle Buchner 
20-year-old mother 
is "C." All of the costs, of course, are 
estimates. They could be lower or higher 
depending on where you live, your per- 
sonal preferences and your insurance cov- 
erage. Teen moms, many who have never 
so much as balanced a checkbook, are 
often overwhelmed by the financial reali- 
ties of that little pink or blue bundle. 
Some Boston-area young moms recently 
discusssed the reality of caring for a baby. 
"Paying then rent is the hardest," said 
Michellle Buchner, a 20-year-old who is 
the mother of three children. "We never 
had any money left over. If we paid the 
rent, we couldn't go grocery shopping." 
Anita A., a 17-year-old, is the mother of 
a two month-old daughter who says she is 
"still paying for a big hospital bill" from 
when her daughter was born. "I never 
thought formula would cost so much," 
admitted Dawn Billrnan, 18, whose daugh- 
ter Trista, goes through about $100 worth 
e 
of formula each month. Lynn Corr, 17, 
feeds her three-month-old son baby food, 
which costs a whopping $100 per month. 
Some teen mothers get financial help 
from their parents. Others work part time 
or share resources with their boyfriends or 
husbands. Others rely on welfare. Aid for 
Families with Dependant Children, or 
AFDC, provides a $426 per month for 
those who apply and qualify for it. "Being 
on welfare is not easy," warned'corr. Her 
advice to teens who want to have a baby: 
"You should get a job, then have your 
baby." 
"We don't have health insurance. It seems 
like we've been paying our hospital bills 
forever," said Buchner, who suggested that 
teen moms and dads live wih their parents 
until they can finish school or college to 
save money. 
"You really have to save money while 
you're pregnant," said Tarnmy Sawyer, 
whose son, Shaylen, is five weeks old. 
"But the money doesn't last long, even 
when you have saved up." 
"It's important to really be patient," said 
one of the teen mothers. "When you're 
pregnant, you think of a cute little baby, but 
when she's a toddler, there's a lot more 
responsibility." 
MflYBE IT'S fl GOOD IDEfl 
MflYBE IT'S NOT 
FIND OUT flT THE S Gfl SPONSORED 
VEfiR BOTH SIDES OF THE STORY JfiNUfiRy 31 
MONDW NIGHT 6:00 3RD FLOOR TMB 
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tuo hd\e con~b~ned funds to pur- thGullust pUrchdslllg spt'eI,d dc- 
New stats say pregnancy equals poverty 
c h ~ s  tdhlng trJffic l l~ilts.  \ ICC, the! ,~lso need to c ~ , l t c  ncu College Press Service try appear also to be partial causes problem these young, single moth- 
oneforthelntenectlon of 2CN~u1d tr,tfic regu1,ltlons "The! h,t\ e to From staff reports (such as poverty)," said Deborah crs face. 
21. md the second for the en>bs- h,l\e &I tlnlc \\hen drivers c,innot Rhode, a Stanford University law Nearly a quarter of single 
udh ~n front of the llbnlu? turn right on x d  T ~ J (  bould St~ltlsllcs on adolescent sexual- professor and co-author of the women in the U.S. had borne a 
George \llller. JSU \ Ice pre.41- J big help to the blind students," 1'). .prc~.mcyandchildblrth show book,"The PoliticsofPregnancy: child by June of 1992, which is up 
dent for Bus~ness .?\ff~rrs. did the s,lld t h ~ t  presn~mcy c ~ n  be a crisis in J Adolescent Sexuality and Public 15 percent from a decade earlier, 
L'nl\enlt\. md clt! purch~sed the ,?\nother problem could on11 ).OU"g woman's life, but the rea- Policy" (Yale University Press). according to a new report from 
sound dellce for the dangerous s o l ~ e d  b! hej\ pollce p~trols  SO" hJ"lorc to do with POveflY Whle social tolerance for un- the Un~ted States Bureau of the 
lntenectlon bJsed on the success During clJss ch~nges, students jre LhJ." Jge. SJY mearchers who have manied mothers has increased in Census. The proportion of single 
of the one In TdLl~degd The! Jre oflen rushlnp betheen bulldlnps wnducted J."extenslve study Into the past several decades, educa- mothers ~ncreased regardless of 
noa ~J l t l ng to~ th t :  s ~ t e  htghikd) Jnd [he sonletlmes Ignore red problem In the United States tors are concerned that high educat~on,morethandoublingfor 
dep~rmient o 1nstd1 the dev~ces lights md the United K~ngdom. schoolers andcollege women who college-educated women and al- 
\Im) i l ~ h m l ~  c tles h ~ v e  con- .'The police don't pay artentlon In addltlon, the study reveals become pregnant will drop their most doubling forthose with high 
sldered the dei Ice in Talladeg~ to to that comer .." Gregory said, that despite an Amencan Stereo- education and seriously jeopar- school diplomas. 
be J (]ips of md. planning to pur- .'and t h J t 9 ~  problem for a blind type deplctlng a poor mlnontY dize the quality of their lives. "There is a common 
chase one ~f 11 seems very suc- student too - woman as the typical mother 68 Rhodes' findings, however, re- misperception in this country that 
cessiul, but i t  appears that Jack- ~ ~ l l ~ l ~ d  said the onlyanswer percent of all adolescent births in veal that "most young mothers teen-age pregnancy is somehow a 
sonk llle 4 111 be the first to follou toone problem she andotherblind the U.S. are to white teens, and leave school before becoming problem of minority groups," 
through students face 1s a change in dnv- Over half the births are to unmar- pregnant,ratherthantheconverse, Rhode said, noting that because 
The debice conslsts of a small ers' anltudes. ned mothers. and that mothers who give birth African-American and Hispan~c 
speaker u hlch 1s wred to the pole "One of my friends was trying ''Some of the negative Conse- while in school are just as likely to teens have higher pregnancy rates 
beneaththe nalwdon't walksign. to cross the street and a driver quences that have been attributed graduate as their peers." 
A computer-recorded voice re- stopped and told him to go. Then, toteen-age pregnancy inthiscoun- Still, poverty is the number one See Pregnancy p. 5 
pears that I t  1s safe to cross the when my fnend started to cross 
street when can  are stopped for the street, the dnver went on any- S G A U P D AT E 
the light, and abruptly Cuts off way," she said. 
when the light changes. "So now, we don't even know i f  *Casino Night-the Academic Improvement Committee is sponsoring 
Although less than half of the we can trust people ornot because "Casino Night," to raise money for the library's computer lab. Partici- 
vlsually ~mpared students at JSU unfortunately, some people find pants will gamble with play money and bid for prizes at the end of the 
are totally blind, experts said the humor ~n that." night. Comedian Vick Henley will also be featured. "Casino Night" 
students with limited vision may Gllliland, Mote and other stu- will be 7 - 10 p.m., March 2, in Leone Cole Auditorium. Admission 
need the extra help even n~ore. dents like them are still pleased is $3 for students and $5 for the general public. 
"Of the Students I've worked with, with the purchase of the sound *Incinerator Forum -- Experts and citizens will discuss the pro's and 
the students with some vision of- device, but they know the new con's of the incinerator issueat 6 p.m. Feb. 1 in TMB. The forum is 
ten have more problems than the technologywiUnotautomatically open to the public. 
ones with no vision at all," said keep them safe, *Visitation Day is from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., Feb. 19P in Stevenson. 
Lois Gregory, a mobility insuuc- They say they will stay alert and *Appointments-Courtney Walker was appointed as UPC director. 
tor for the bllnd and visually Im- b, careful, always listening for Scott Brannon was appointed as PRPublications Director. DenaDodd 
paired. Gregory said visually lm- the driver who doesn't care about was appointed as Disabled Student Services representative to the 
paired students sometimes be- the rules. Senate. 
come too dependent on what vl 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
LUXURY CONDOS 
.THE SUMMIT. 
Great Spring Break Location 
Next to Spinnaker. 4 Guests 
Only In Each Condo. 
Discount Rates 
Call (404) 355-9637 
IIIII-II- 
Lowly quiet home in 
I Jacksonville, 5 min. from 
I college, seeks quiet Christian 
1 women. $1 50 includes rent/ 1 
I utilities, may rent room/ or I 
I share 3 room basement I 
1 apartment. Write t%sume/ I 
I reference for appointment to: I 
Katherine Wright I 
308 Adelaide St. 
I Jacksonville, AL 36265 LII-------J 
Faculty Member 
bought new computer 
and wants to sell 
Macintosh SE 
(4mg RAM, 30 HD) 
owner excellent 
condition perfect first 
computer. Imagewriter 
printer and software 
included $600.00. 
I 
sion they have and do not listen 
closely enough "They may see a 
car coming, but by the tlme [hey 
see ~t coming, i t  may be too late," 
she said. 
The talk~ng traffic kght may 
make things easler for some stu- 
dents, but it 1s not the answer to 
every traffic problem the bllnd 
students face. Gregory said that 
the city has more respons~brl~t~es 
HCSO 
CATHOLIC STUDENTS ORGANIZATION 
For more information about the C.S.0. program, 
please call Father William L U C ~ S  
The C.S.O. meets at St. Charles 
Catholic Church 
on 7th Street, NE 
Jacksonville. 
Pregnancy 
from page 4 
according to race, people think 
minority teens lead in actual births. 
Rhode noted the stereotypes of 
young women who are pregnant 
are based on a public debate about 
sexuality, pregnancy and abortion 
that distorts facts to serve "politi- 
cal purposes." 
Rhode, who wrote the book with 
co-author AmetteLawson, aBrit- 
ish sociologist, said she made 
many surprising discoveries while 
studying teen-age pregnancy in 
the two nations. One was that more 
than two-thirds of female teen- 
agers bearing children are 18 or 
19 years of age, which suggests, 
she said, that it is a distorition to 
describe rising pregnancy rates as 
"children having children." 
"It is still considered normal for 
women of that age to have chil- 
dren in many counties," Rhode 
pointed out, noting thatthe babies 
of 18-andl9-year-olds do as well 
physically as those born to older 
women. 
Among the authors findings: 
-An estimated 45 percent of all 
U.S. female teen-agers have pre- 
marital sex. Most are not consis- 
tent contraceptive users. As a re- 
sult, an estimated 40 percent of 
females become pregnant at least 
once before age 20, and about 
four-fifths ofthese pregnancis are 
unintended. 
*Twenty percent of female teen- 
agers in the United States bear a 
child. These rates of pregnancy 
and childbirth and the highest 
among Western industrialized 
nations. 
*About half of those young 
women are unrnamed, and less 
than 5 percent give the baby up for 
adoption. Fewer teens have ba- 
bies in Great Britain, but an even 
higher proportion-three quar- 
ters-are not manied when they 
do. 
-Abortion is more frequent 
among young women with higher 
economic backgrounds. 
Rhode and Lawson's study says 
that many young women cyhoose 
to have a child because of a lack of 
opportunity to do much else with 
their lives. 
"While conservatives urge 
teens, particularly females, to'tjust 
say no" to sex,"Rhodesaid, "there 
are cultural norms and pressures 
in this society that make it hard for 
M 0 T E - L  12525 Front Beach Road 
hnama City Beach, Florida 32407 
D I P a n c y .  4 6  and 6 day packages a I w  available. 
~ e s e ~ o n s  and advance deposit required. Room damage deposit nqulred. 
Rates do not include tax or transportation and are non-commissionable. 
I One parking permit per standard room. Kltchenettes and sultee available a t  additional charae. 
teens to jusy say no, particularly if 
they lack opportunities to say yes 
to something else." 
The two researchers argue in the 
book that too much blame has 
been placed at the indiidual level, 
on teens who "want too much too 
soon," in sexual relationships. 
Not enough attention, they 
write, has been focused on institu- 
tions that offer too little educa- 
tion, birth control and prenatal 
assistance, and "too little reason 
to complete school, and too few 
opportunites for meaningful em- 
ployment." 
"Having children can be highly 
disruptiveofwomen'scareers and 
costly (in terms of both direct and 
opportunity losses) at all ages," 
the authors write. However, it is a 
fallacy, they state, to believe that 
great economic opportunities are 
sacrificed through early parenting 
among low-income youth. 
Rhode says she believes it will 
take a fundamental social change 
to develop real opportunities for 
low-income teens that will inspire 
them to defer parenting for better 
future for themselves and their 
children. 
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JJSU opens CENTS 1 
JSU's Division of Student Affairs has opened the Center for 
Evening and Non-Traditional Students (CENTS). 
Located on the third floor of TMB, the Center is a place where 
non-traditional, as well as other students, can obtain assistance 
with information on almost anything concerning JSU, from infor- 
mation about admissions and financial aid, to information on 
parking and child care. 
Space is also provided for students to study or just relax for 
awhile. 
The Center is being run by two graduate students, Bill Hey and 
Glenda Knight, and by undergraduate, Gena Holcombe. 
Hours are Monday through Thursday, 12:30 p.m. until 8:00 
p.m., and on Friday from 10:OO a.m. till 2:00 p.m. 
Students are invited to come by, introduce themselves, and use 
the services provided by the Center. Formore information, call the 
Center at 782-5750. 
TUF 
We are looking for students who 
are interested in selling ads. The 
perfect experience for business 
and marketing majors. Call Kelli 
at 782-5712 for details. 
On The Square 
435-5556 or 435-5528 
STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
Your Choice of Fresh Pusto A 
with Bolognese Sauce (Meat Sauce) 
o r  Marinara Sauce (Tomato Vegetable 
o r  Alfredo Sauce (White Cheese sauce) V 
Including Tea or  Pepsi 
Bring in a/SU Movie Ticket or Student bD. -Available I I a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Fri. 
O f i r  expires 4130194 
o&5 r Bar-be-que Riblets 
.td - C.A?A- 45.9 b += 1 ,. i\o and r r l e s  1--- 7 
5 - 6 p.m. Only 
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Students want 
mir pumng 
It's 8:42. You have a class at 8:45 in Bibb Graves Hall. 
Or Ayers Hall. Or Martin Hall. Or Any Hall. 
There are no red spaces to be found. 
In desperation, you take a blue space. And by 9:45, you 
have a ticket. 
You're not alone. It's not uncommon to walk out of any 
building, at any given time of the day, and see one of two 
things: a row of empty blue-coded parking spaces, o r  a 
row of cars with red decals, parked in blue spaces and 
decorated with parking tickets. 
Since the implementation of the blue=facultylstaff, 
red=student parking system, the whole concept has been 
controversial. 
Administration's solution to the problem? "The stu- 
dents can walk." At first that seems reasonable, but only 
approximately one-third of JSU's 7,500 students live on 
campus. 
The rest? You guessed it. Commuters. 
So, after fighting the traffic on  Jacksonville's already 
inadequate street-and-highway system, finding a space is 
the next challenge. 
And often, the only one available is marked blue. 
Most students see one of two problems here. 
First of all, some students believe there are a dispropor- 
tionate number of faculty parks as  compared to student 
parks. A solution would be to study the parking system at 
JSU to find out if this is indeed true. It shouldn't be too 
difficult to get an accurate count of the faculty, staff and 
administrators working in each building at any given time 
(not including instructors who are here only at night). That 
number plus three to five extras for visitors should be 
adequate. It's pretty fair to ask that the parking be divided 
in an equal ratio, with the ratio of students to faculty being 
the same as the ratio of student to faculty spaces. 
Some students could care less about equal ratios. They 
would prefer to do  away with separate faculty/student 
parking spaces altogether and create an "every man for 
himself," "survival of the fittest" system. 
But then would it be easier for both students and faculty 
to find a space where they need it, when they need it? 
At present, that's a problem only students have to face. 
Faculty and staff are offered the priority parks at every 
building at JSU, while students are left to fend for them- 
selves. 
Anyone who's ever worked at, say, a department store 
would see a problem here. There, employees park at the 
back of the lot so the paying customers can park up close. 
Some say that wouldn't work for colleges because unlike 
store employees, all faculty and staff d o  not stay in one 
place for their entire shift, but then again, they d o  not move 
about more than students. 
Only a careful study of the current system could reveal 
a feasible solution, but the situation needs to be addressed. 
If students continue to feel ignored the next time they are 
told to "walk," they may take a hike toward another 
campus. 
Stranded in a winter wonderland 
Last week a vacation was The next day consisted of cre- 
shoveddownmythroat. You heard ative amusement. There were four 
of the snow storm that crippled WILL CHANDLER of us in a tiny apartment straining 
Kentucky? I heard about it; I was to come up with new and wonderul 
right in the middle of it. I was 
stranded in that winter wonder- 
land until a week ago today. 
Why, you wonder, was he in 
Kentucky? Why would anyone 
be in Kentucky? Family maybe? 
No, girlfriend. Her name is 
Meghan. The road between Jack- 
sonville and Bowling Green has 
been well worn ever since she 
went back to school at Western 
Kentucky University. I could say 
that I had no idea that it was going 
to snow, but that would be a lie. In 
fact, the fairly heavy snow fall 
that we received here that Friday 
kept me from leaving (though I 
really thought I was going to go 
Sra. Suco, that's why I skipped). 
The next morning I called in- 
formation and got the number of 
every State Troopers office be- 
tween here and Kentucky. I called 
them all and found that the roads 
were just fine, so off I went. 
On the way up I was listening to 
the radio in Nashville and heard 
that there was a possibility of 
snow. Based on my Alabamadefi- 
nition of "a chance of snow," I 
thought nothing of it. 
The night I got there, nothing 
happened, though i t  was damn 
cold. Still the weather reports 
didn't frighten this 'Bama boy. 
Even if it does snow, I thought, 
it'll melt in a day or two. I was 
wrong. 
The next night, there was freez- 
ing rain. My girlfriend (she's from 
Georgia) and I weren't scared 
though. We went out driving. My 
line of reasoning was something 
like this- I have an older Volvo. 
Volvo's are made in Sweden. It's 
really cold in Sweden and prob- 
ably snows alot. Even if we are in 
a wreck, whatthehell,it's a Volvo! 
We drove to her grandparents' 
house for dinner. I say drove, but 
it was really more like auto-ice 
skating. I slipped all overthe place. 
By the time we made it to their 
house (which wasn't that faraway) 
the roads were bad enough that I 
just pointed my car in the direc- 
tion of the curb and prayed that I'd 
stop once I hit it. 
As the evening progressed, we 
watched people sliding down the 
street at varying speeds. I moved 
my car out of the street and into ways to have fun. It became more 
the yard after a car down the road and more difficult. 
got side-swiped. Soon, cabin fever set in. I must 
When another fellow motorist admit to having it, but it turned 
just stopped in the middle of the Meghan into ...n 0, Will, not agood 
road to avoid hitting a parked car, word choice, lets just say she was 
I was relived to see that my park- going crazy. She was determined 
ing style must be appropriate for to get out of the house. On a day 
that sort of weather- the police that had a high of a balmy 10 
officer who came to his aid degrees that had gottenconsider- 
slammed into the curb hard. ably colder in the absence of the 
I've only been ice skating two sun, she wanted to go for a drive. 
or three times in my life, and most On Snow. On Snow On ice. Lots of 
of those times I was aided by it. 
actual skates, but that night all I Afterexplainingwhataninsane 
needed was my Chuck Tailor's. idea it was, I went out to attempt 
Meghan and I skated, or tried to clear of my car. I left armed 
something that approached it, in with a plastic scraper into the 
the street with her grandparents freezing cold. I couldn't get some 
looking on. of the ice of my windshield and 
We made it back to her apart- Mehgan came out and poured hot 
ment that night. It  had started rain- water on it. For the record, hot 
ing regular rain (as in the not water on extremely cold surfaces 
frozen kind) and the streets resultsinanalarmingly thick sheet 
weren't as slick as they were ear- of crystal clear ice. 
lier. This, of course, boosted my Another tip - don't stick your 
confidence. I was sureit wouldn't keys in your mouth when it's 15 
snow. At least that's what I told below. Keys freeze to tongues. 
everyone. Not fun. Not that I'm saying I did 
The next morning I was afraid that ... 
to getup and look out the window. We eventually decided going 
Otherpeople in the apartment had out was not an option. We went 
already awakened and were mak- inside to watch movies. In the 
ing"Ooh,lookatthesnow"noises. middle of Fred Astaire and Gin- 
I finally mustered up the energy to ger Rodgers, a police car pulled 
make it to the window. up in front of the apartment. And 
And there was snow. There was then another. Then a fire truck up 
a hell of a lot of snow. Instantly the road. It turned out that a shed 
CNN graphics with a deep com- behind the house next door was 
manding voice popped into my on fire. It seemed that the whole 
head - "Winter Storm '94. A of the Bowling Green emergency 
live report." vehicles had come out for the oc- 
As I was watching TV, I began casion. It was big fun. Lots of 
to realize that perhaps this stuff smoke. Stinky smoke. 
wouldn'tmeltbytomorrow. Wind The next day five houses a few 
chills of -30. I'd never felt, even blocks away blew up from a gas 
thought of anything that cold. leak. Excitement abounded. 
That day consisted of typical Living in Alabama most of my 
snow things. The obligatory snow life, I've never had to deal with 
ball fight. The snow man that gets being stuck like that. All of the 
knocked down and re-built a roads in Kentucky were closed. 
bazilliontimes. We walked around All of them. If you went any- 
a bit. It was fun. For awhile. where, you were taking a big 
That night, Meghan and I par- chance. something simple-like 
ticipated in a large and very heated going to the grocery store - be- 
game of Trivial Pursuit. I only came a monumental task. You 
knew a few people playing and it never realize all the conveniences 
soon degraded into a few enemy we have today,until you lose them. 
factions battling over the location All in all, it was quite an adven- 
ofLasVegas. Whenthemapcame ture. It was definitely a good test 
out, we left. of a relationship. 
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IETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor, 
I would like to address an issue 
that was presented in the Jan. 20 
issue of The Chanticleer. The 
opinion column that discussed 
campus safety did not even come 
close to the problems and issues 
that most students face here. 
The real problems do not have 
anything to do with propping doors 
open, and the security guards that 
are placed in the dorm lobbies are 
of little help. Let me explain what 
I am speaking of. 
On one occassion, I was the 
designated driver on a weekend 
evening. A friend of mine and I 
took a friend home to Patterson, 
and she had lost her keys. When 
we called to check on her, she did 
not answer her phone. When we 
became worried, we went to 
Patterson to see if the security 
guard could check to see if she 
had made it in alright. She told us 
that she could not leave her"postV 
for any reason, regardless of the 
seriousness. The door was locked, 
and we would have been happy to 
wait outside, but it did not happen 
that way. The guard simply ig- 
nored the problem. 
No one can deny the fact that 
some people will come home 
drunkevery once in a while (more 
for some, less for others). 
Sparkman has become a problem 
in particular. I took a friend of 
mine there, walked in the door, 
and planned to wait until her suite 
mate could make it down to en- 
sure that she could make it up- 
stairs alright, but I was abruptly 
told that I could "stop right there." 
I was only one step in the door, 
and there was even a member of 
the University Police sitting right 
next to her with a police radio. It's 
not like I was a serious threat to 
anyone. I was just making sure 
she would be 0.K: 
A friend of mine took one of his 
friends to the emergency room 
one night due to illness, where she 
received a sedative for the prob- 
lems. From then on, she could 
hardly walk, and he was having to 
basically carry her into the lobby. 
The guard said, before he could 
get three words out, "You need to 
leave, sir." They repeated it three 
more times before he was able to 
explain the situation. After a short 
time of deliberation, one of them 
finally helped her up. 
The question is this: Is it worth 
these "small sacrifices" for some- 
one to be injured or abused simply 
becuase someone is not looking at 
the whole picture? I feel that the 
people who are responsible for 
the security guards should take a 
closer look at what is going on 
here. 
Everything has been normal ex- 
cept for these sometimes frequent 
occurrencs. Can't the students 
have the best ofboth worlds, over- 
all safety and personal and indi- 
vidual consideration? 
This something that needs to be 
addressed. 
Respectfully submitted, 
John M. Alston 
Dear Editor, 
The other day I sat in a computer science class for 
15 minutes waiting for my professor to call role. It 
is not her fault that this university regards adults as 
children. I'm 20 years old and this is my Qird year 
at Jacksonville. I think that I am a fairly responsible 
person. 
I am here at this university because I want to be 
here. I would like to broaden my intellectual hori- 
zons. I also have found that most of my professors 
lecture on quality information that will be of great 
value to me when I enter the "REAL WORLD." As 
a mature person I do not feel there is a need for 
someone to tell me to attend class. 
With the recent increase in tuition, a one-hour 
class costs $72. The class I was taking was a three- 
hour, as well as four more three-hour classes. If 
every class meeting in which the professor takes role 
were added together it would come to a total of one 
hour and 15 minutes of my time that is wasted. 
Jacksonville State University owes me $90 this 
semester for time that I wasn't receiving informa- 
tion to my major. I say pay up or SHUT UP! ! ! ! 
Timothy Carson 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in reply to the 
Speakup column published in the 
Jan. 20 issue regarding the com- 
plaints withMamott's meal plans. 
Is the food really too expensive? 
If a student purchases the 20 meal 
plan, the cost permeal is approxi- 
mately $2.65. With the 14 meal 
plan, the cost per meal is approxi- 
mately $4.25. These prices hardly 
correspond to the $5 per meal as 
stated by Heather Carter. Of 
course, if someone buys a20meal 
plan and only eats 12 meals he 
will obviouslv be wasting his 
money, as he would be if he spent 
$50 a week on groceries and only 
used $30 worth. At Marion, for 
example, students are able to eat a 
wide variety of foods with unlim- 
ited seconds for a fraction of the 
cost they could eat fast food. 
Another factor to is the time 
spent purchasing the food, the 
preparation time, and the time 
spent cleaning up. As far as the 
statement about the food being 
free - that is ridiculous. .There is 
no way a business, which Mamon 
certainly is, could possibly keep 
its doors open without a source of 
income. Would you expect 
McDonalds orTaco Bell to stay in 
business very long if they did not 
charge anyone for the food? Of 
course not! 
One last comment - what does 
the price of books and dorms have 
to do with the price of a meal 
ticket. I am just not able to see the 
correlation between these expen- 
ditures. This would not be such an 
issue if everyone would look at it 
from all angles and not simply the 
one that suits him the best. 
Sincerely, 
Simon Becker 
THE CHANTICLEER Letters to the 
* The Chanticleer will not print letters which are longer than 300 words. Editor 
The Chunaicleer will not print letters which are libelous and/or defamatory. 1993-94 Policy 
The Chanticleer reserves the right to edit letters,and limit rebuttals to two weeks past publication date of the article in 
question. 
In order to ensure fairness, there will be at least two weeks in between publication of letters from the same person. 
The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. 
Deadline for letters to be in the upcoming issue is noon on the Friday preceding the preferred date of publication. 
Letters may be brought or mailed to The Chanticleer office in 180 Self Hall. All letters must be signed and include aphone 
Are there too 
mmy f&culty 
"I think they do have too many parking 
spaces, and I think it's unfair that they 
have their own parking decals that 
hang from their mirrors while the stu- 
dents have to mess up their mirrors 
with parking decals that they say will 
come off nice and neatly." 
John Ford 
rnnhnmnr~ 
"I think that they do have to much 
parking space, and I also think they 
shouldn't have the spaces near the door 
because they are inside all day and 
don't have to go in and out." 
Michele Maddux 
junior 
"I really feel they have too many (fac- 
ulty) parking spaces on campus. The 
police give tickets to students for park- 
ing in them when we just have to run in 
and out real quick." 
Bryan Clerbris 
sophomore 
"I'm parked in one right now." 
Jason Mark Young 
freshman 
"I feel that the parklng spaces are kind of 
weird to me because if you get here early 
I feel that you should park wherever you 
want to park. If the teachers are going to 
get here at the same time, they should get 
here early enough to get aparking space ..." 
Cassanova Brrstow 
junlor 
"I'm not sure if there are too many faculty 
parking spaces, but I do know that there 
are not enough student parks here avail- 
able on campus for the number of stu- 
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Paul McCartney good as ever, Heart losing early touch 
Roll up for the Magical Mystery Tour! 
Step right this way! 
In 1989, Paul McCartney ended 13 years 
of exile and launched a massive world tour. 
He played songs like "Hey Jude" and "Let 
It Be" live for the first time. 
In 1993 he did it again, reviving more 
Beatles classics and adding songs from his 
Wings days and some songs from his latest 
album. The show was nearly three hours 
long. Seventy minutes of that show can be 
heard on the new Capitol Records release 
"Paul is Live." 
The name is a parody of the whole "Paul 
is dead" spiel ofthe late '60's. On the cover 
of the Beatles album "Abbey Road," 
McCartney was barefoot. The real reason 
he wasn't wearing any shoes was because 
it was a hot day in the middle of summer, 
but bare feet is rumored to be the mafia sign 
of death. Also, the Volkswagon Bug in the 
background had a license plate that said 
28IF. McCartney was 27 at the time, and 
the popular theory was that this was a sign 
that he would have been 28 if he had lived. 
The same person that photographed "Paul 
is Live" also photographed the original 
cover of "Abbey Road." It was photo- 
graphed at the same location. Even the suit 
McCartney is wearing was made by the 
same tailor as the one worn in the 1969 
picture. They used computers to put the 
same background behind McCartney as he 
walks a dog across the zebra crossing in 
NorthLondon, only this time the Bug reads 
511s. 
The album has even more links with a 
Beatle past. It was engineered and mixed 
by Geoff Emerick, the same guy who engi- 
neered "Abbey Road" and "Sgt. Pepper's 
Lonley Hearts Club Band." 
All of the 24 tracks were recorded in the 
US and Australia. The feel of a live show is 
vividly captured - images of amulti-aged 
crowd screaming their way through more 
than two decades come to mind. 
The album starts as the show did, with 
"Drive My Car." Other Beatle songs in- 
cluded: "All My Loving," "We Can Work 
It Out," and "Penny Lane." 
From the Wings days, "Live and Let 
Die," and "My Love." 
Nothing is quite so exciting as getting to 
see a living legend at a live show, unless 
you compare it with seeing the live show 
and then having a piece of it to take home 
with you. 
-- Will Chandler 
Features Editor 
Caqpus Miqistry 
Meetings have resumed for this semester. 
Weekly meetings are held in the Campus 
Ministry Center of St. Luke's Episcopal Church. 
For more information about the Campus Minis- 
try, contact Virginia Teague at 782-9347. 
Rev. George Quiggle 435-927 1 
Dr. Frank Romano, Faculty Advisor 782-5 038 
Evtr Grt Somr bo# Total$ W!attd!l 
TAKE THE KEYS. 
CALL A CAB. 
TAKE A STAND. 
1 Ann and Nancy Wilgon haven't aged 
well. 
That's not to say they're not attractive. 
No, the two still have the same sex appeal 
they had back in the 70s, when music 
meant something. The Wilson sisters have 
released some brilliant pop. The earlier 
stuff, like "Magic Man," "Barracuda" 
and "Dog and Butterfly," still gets air- 
play today and holds up well. 
Much like most synthesizer-laden work 
from the mid-80s, their #1 hit "These 
Dreams" sounds a bit cliched in the grunge 
90s  but the lyrics and Nancy Wilson's 
rare, haunting melody and lead vocal are 
still excellent. 
The 90s, however, have not been kind. 
Heart's 1990 release, "Brigade," fea- 
tured the top ten single "All I Wanna Do 
Is Make Love To You," a ludicrous an- 
them to promiscuous sex with an equally 
ludicrous video. 
So, after some brutal reviews, the Wil- 
son sisters regrouped, built their own 
studio and recorded their latest, "Desire 
Walks On." 
With no noticeable improvement over 
"Brigade," Heart's stuff still sounds over- 
done. Listening to the whole album at one 
sitting was the equivalent of eating all 
your Halloween candy in one night: you 
know, that bloated, unpleasant, "candy- 
tummy" feeling. 
The first musical track on the album 
sounds like ACPC.  No kidding. Even 
Ann Wilson's vocals mimic ACPC.  
And, check this out: the name of the 
song is "Black on Black 11." 
"The Woman in Me" with its Phil 
Collins-esque drums is another seering 
sexual confession a fa "All I Wanna Do 
Is Make Love To You." The track is 
actually kinda nice, without all that over- 
produced musical mush from the former. 
The band adds a bit of social commen- 
tary to its work with "Rage," a cliche- 
ridden ditty about the L.A. riots, and a 
cover of Bob Dylan's "Ring Them 
Bells," which sounds dated but other- 
wise works. 
The first single from the album, "Will 
You Be There (In The Morning)," is a 
power ballad in the Bon Jovi-Def 
Leppard-we-can't-write-a-song-that- 
sounds-original-to-save-our-lives vein, 
which is fine if you like that sort of 
thing. 
Myself, I'll just listen to my 45 of 
"Magic Man" again. 
-- Jamie Cole 
Managing Editor 
Deals That Will Steal 
Your Heart 
For The Whole 
Month of February 
MONDAY 
Make Your Own Meal Deal - Buy Any Sub & Get Chips & 
22 oz. Drink for $1 .OO More. 
TUESDAY 
Buy Any Footlong Sub for $2.99 
WEDNESDAY 
Buy Any 6" Sub for $1.99 
CHECK THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS FOR DAILY SPECIALS 
SATURDAY 
Buy Any Salad or Sub & Get FREE Chips 
SUN DAY 
Buy Two Footlong Subs & Get One FREE 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
10 Thursday, January 27,1994 
UP CLOSE Stacy Fumbanks 
Students who do 
not know Stacy Fumbanks 
from the numerous musi- 
calsshe has been in or her 
involvement in various 
chorale groups and orga- 
nizations now know her as 
Miss JSU 1994. 
Stacy has been in- 
volved with the pageant 
for the last five years. She 
has performed with JSU's 
show choir, has helped 
contestants backstage, 
and she even partici- 
pated as a contestant two 
years ago. 
When asked how it 
felt to be crowned Miss 
JSU, Stacy replies"lwas 
totally dumb-founded-l 
was not expecting to win, 
I originally just wanted 
scholarship money," 
Not only could 
Stacy easily win scholar- 
ship money for her voice 
(she has been involved in 
Acappela Choir, Show 
Choir, Chamber 
Singers, Commu- 
nity Chorus, and 
various musicals), 
but also for her ex- 
traordinary grades 
and leadership 
abilities. It is for 
these talents that 
she has earned 
membership in 
Omicron Delta 
Kappa, a national 
leadership honor 
society. Stacy is 
also a member of 
Sigma Alpha Iota, 
an international 
women's organiqation, Al- 
pha Phi Omega, and Phi Eta 
Sigma. She will also play the 
lead in JSU's production of 
"My Fair Lady." 
Stacy, a graduate 
student, is currently study- 
ing to get an Education 
Teaching Certificate to 
teach choral music. She has 
plans for another Masters in 
Music later on. 
Stacy tries not to 
think too much about the 
Miss Alabama pageant, 
which she is required to 
participate in. About the 
competition, she states 
that "it will be an honor to 
represent JSU" in the pag- 
card." 
-- Allison Graydon 
Mon., Tues., Thur., & Fri. -- 2 -4 p.m. 
*Jazz Tracks -- Monday thru Friday 
10-1  2 noon and much more! 
Frankly, school's tough enough without adding to the load. 
Which is why the campus meal plan makes so much sense. 
We do all the work. And you get to enjoy great tasting, 
wholesome meals prepared fresh daily. 
There are a number of flexible meal plans to choose from, 
designed for off campus as well as resident students. So 
sign up soon. Because it's silly to do any more homework 
*ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 10 Meal Plan per week 
SALES TAX. 
For more information about the plans call Marriott Mning Services at 205-782-7242. 
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Paradise bv Dave Wrisht 
. . .FOR THOSE OF YOU 
WHO HAVE NOT PASSED 
FRESHNAN ENGLISH AND 
CANNOT READ/. > 
THAT WAS NORTH 
25 CENTS 
\ 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
The party had been g6iw splendidly - and 
then Tantor saw th&ory keyboard. 
"Oh, and that makes me feel even worse! ... 
I laughed at Dinkins when he said his 
new lenses were indestructihl~ " 
SPORTS 
T H E  
CHANTICLEER 
JANUARY 27, 1994 
JSU gives good show in high-scoring games 




The Bud Light Daredevils were 
not the only ones to give a great 
show last Saturday night. Seven 
JSU players were in double fig- 
ures as the Gamecocks crushed 
the Golden Bears of Miles Col- 
lege 128-102. 
"We played pretty good," fresh- 
man guard Aaron Kelley said. 
"Everybody came off the bench 
and played hard. It was just a 
good team win." 
Jax Stateled theentire ball game, 
leading by asmuch as 32 points at 
one time. Kelley had 1 1 points in 
the first half, but finished the game 
with 20points. John Session also 
finished the game with 20 points. 
In additon, Jeff Terry and Pat 
Amour both had 17 points, along 
with Rusty Brand adding 16 
points. 
You would have thought John 
Session was amember of the Dare- 
devils with four monster slams in 
the game, two back to back. 
"My teammates helped me out 
and I just finished the play," Ses- 
sion explained. 
"We knew we had to win the 
game. We didn't have to win big, 
but we knew we had to win." 
JSU finished the first half with 
confidence leading Miles 65-38. 
The second half was no better 
for the Golden Bears. Miles just 
couldn'tmatchup with the Game- 
cocks' scoring forces. 
Shelby Stanley was Miles' only 
ray ofhope, but didn't shine bright 
enough for the upset. Stanley 
scored 40 points alone against Jax 
State, and was six of 11 from the 
three-point line. 
JSU head coach Bill Jones stated 
that his team had to take care of 
business (inotherwords, they had 
to win) in order to be one of the 
Elite Eight teams. But as far as 
the playoffs are concerned, coach 
Jones said, "I don't have any feel 
for that at all." 
Monday night, Jax State contin- 
ued their run for the NCAA Tour- 
nament. The Gamecocks recorded 
a second straight 100 plus scoring 
game defeating Shaw University 
(N.C.) 101-83. 
John Session scored 28 points 
and pulled down 12 rebounds 
(both career highs), to lead the 
Gamecocks. Session also had the 
highlight of the game with a thun- 
derous dunk to put JSU over 100 
points. 
"It was not my best game at 
JSU. I need to work on my de- 
fense. It's hard to guard those 
5'1 1" guards." 
Amour added 27 points and 19 
rebounds and Jeff Terry chipped 
in 16 points. 
Jacksonville State raced to a 52- 
37 lead at the half. They stretched 
their lead to 22 points in the sec- 
ond half before Shaw rallied to 
narrow the lead to seven with six 
minutes left in the game. 
"We did a good job with our 
press. We've been working hard 
on it everday in practice," head 
coach Bill Jones said. 
The Gamecocks' press stiffened 
and stopped the Bulldog's rally. 
"Our team had a good intensity 
level. We felt that was important 
to get a good start," Jones ex- 
plained. 
On Tuesday, JSU played Lee 
College (Tenn.) 
Lady 'cock 
Jeh Jeh Pruitf 
Sports Editor 
The Jacksonville State Lady 
Gamecocks gave a valiant effort 
to break their three-game losing 
streak on a come from behind 
win, but couldn't end up on top 
losing to the West Georgia Lady 
Braves 66-6 1. 
"I thought ourgame plan worked 
fine," JSU head coach Jana Aus- 
tin said. 
"I think rebounding made the 
difference in this game. We had 
our chances to win even with a 
minute left, but we just couldn't 
put it in." 
West Georgia had 13 offensive 
rebounds to Jax State's three in 
the first half. That allowed the 
Lady Baves26opportunity points. 
The Lady Gamecocks played 
against an aggressive West Geor- 
gia team that almost seemed to 
put them out of sync. But JSU 
regained their composure and 
started playing the only way they - - -  
t30  Alfredia Seals goes up for a jumper amid a crowd of know how -hard. 
defenders. The Lady Gamecocks are still trying to break their 
losing streak. 
John Sessions dunks as JSU made some "Daredevil" stunts 
themselves in Saturday's game against Miles. 
s can't break streak 
LaShell Humphrey cut West 
Georgia's seven point lead to three 
with 6:24 left in the first half. But 
the Lady Braves threw an arrow 
in JSU's program and knocked 
the lead back up to nine to end the 
first half 30-21. 
Although West Georgia had 
many offensive rebounds, sopho- 
more AlfrediaSeals was thedomi- 
nant one on the defensive side. 
Seals had 12 defensive rebounds 
and a total of 15 for the game, the 
highest of both teams. 
In the second half, the game 
turned out to be too close for com- 
fort. 
The Lady Gamecocks came out 
running and gunning. Although 
they were down by 11 at the half, 
they fought back inch by inch to 
get back into the ballgame. 
With 9 5 2  left in the game, Kim 
Rodgers hit a three-pointer to cut 
West Georgia's lead to six. Then 
a jumper by Jennifer Tinker and a 
layup by Jana Simmons cut the 
lead to four with 6 5 9  left in the 
The fans were on their feet as 
the game went back and forth with 
the Lady Braves being in the lead 
by either two or four. 
One fan from West Georgia 
said she was going to leave be- 
cause the game was literally mak- 
ing her sick from being worried. 
With 2:19 left in the game, 
Alfredia Seals made a layup that 
tied thegame 61-61. But Rozetha 
Burrows, who had21 points,made 
a layup with teammate Doris El- 
der hitting three key free throws 
to end theLady Gamecocks' hopes 
of winning. 
"The whole game I was think- 
ing we were going to win," 
Simmons said. 
Freshman Brandy White said, 
"We played really hard but we 
just couldn't seem to get over the 
mountain. We're just stuck. I 
thought we were going to win this 
game." 
The Lady Gamecocks' record 
falls to 6-10. Their next game will 
be here tonight at Pete Mathews 
game. Coliseum. Tip-off is at 7 p.m. 
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Richardson plays for NFL scouts in Senior Bowl 
Bill Dobilas 
Sports Editor "I know I can Compete 
with people from 
Former Jacksonville State full- Auburn, Alabama, 
back, Sean Richardson, played on Notre Dame.. . " 
ESPN Saturday when he was 
called to play in the Senior Bowl. --Sean Richadson 
The 5'1 1" Senior played for the 
South as they went on to defeat that," Richardson said. 
the North 35-32. "My mom and sisters and broth- remain pessimistic. If i t  happens, Henry Hope and Reggie 
"I thought I performed as good ers went down. They were more 
as can be expected with limited excited than I was." points and 23 points, respec- 
amount of play," Richardson said. Richardson was flown to Mont- 
Richardson carried the ball twice gomery from Birmingham and 
for 13 yards on two canies. 3 was met by representives of the 
Richardson played against bowl game. They went to the "I want to graduate, get a job, 
people from Division I schools hotel and had to jump right in the 
and found out it was no different from Troy, Rico White from practices. He signed plenty of 
than any other division. Alcom State. Me and the other autographs and ran into someone 
"I know I can compete with players from small schools bonded he knew while doing volunteer 
people from Auburn, Alabama, better than the guys from big last summer at Camp ASCCA, a 
Notre Dame, etc.," he said. schools." deaf and blind camp. 
Richardsonmet Don Shula, head Richardson received the mes- "I remember seeing this girl. 
coach of the Miami Dolphins, sage in Jack Hopper Dining Hall She came up to me. I knew her 
"Mean" Joe Green, line coach for from Defensive coordinator from somewhere. It just made me 
the Dolphins, and many Divison I Roland Houston after coming realize that it's a small world." 
players, but he chose to hang out from class last Tuesday. Richardson and the other play- 
with only a select few. " I thought he (Houston) was ers were compensated forplaying 
" I hung out with Teny Smith playing, but I knew that he in the bowl game. They also re- come somethinginthecommuni- 
from Clemson, Kevin Simmons wouldn'tplaywithsomethinglike ceived T-shirts, shorts, and jer- cation field. 
I 
U.S. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT PROMCrrE our SPRINGBREAK 
-fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/ SAVINGS mo. in  canneries or $3,000- with our posters and flyers, or 
$6,00O+/mo. on fishing vessels. SIGNUP NOW for BONDS Many employers provide room & Springbreak rooms. Daytona, 
board and transportation. Panama, Cancun, Jamaica, etc. Call 1-800 No experience necessary! 7 nights $129 up. Call CMI . 
4 US BOND For more information call: 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5482 now. 1-800-423-5264. 
m 
You can now receiie $190.00 per month for 36 months through the 
Montgomery GI Bi. 
Other state and federal programs will guarantee tuition to anyone in the 
Alabama Army Guard at any state supported college or university. 
In addition, you could earn approximately $12,000 during your college 
career for working about 2 days a month and two weeks each year. For 
further information call: McDonald's of 
1-800-392-1947 
and Piedmont 
- .  
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IM's 
from page 13 
purpose." place with 56 points. Kappa 
Basketball officially startd this Sigqa and Pi Kappa Phi are tied 
week, and just like always, the for second with 54 pints .  
games drew massive crowds. Women's all-sports standings 
Assitant IM director Eric find Delta Zeta on top with 43 
Brasher stated, "There are thirty- points. Phi Mu and Zeta Tau 
four teams that are divided up into Alpha are close behind with 40 
five divisions, one fraternity divi- points. -- ~ i ~ h ~ ~ [  craben 
sion, three independent divisions, 
and one women's division. PRESEASON TOP TEN 
"Fans are welcome, but they 1. OLD HEADS 6. PI KAPPA PHI 
must have a validated ID to gain 2. UNTOUCHABLES 7. P. D. BLUES 
entrance into Stephenson Hall." 3. ALPHA TAU OMEGA 8. ALPHA HOLICS 
Fraternity all-sports standings 4. DOGG POUND 9. DA BOMB SQUAD 
find Alpha Tau Omega in first 5. RIJNNIN' REBELS 10. LETHAL INJECTION 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
for someone special on 
Valentine's Day? 
February 14th, 8:00 p.m. 
Houston Cole Library 
Former JSU greats return 
Mock leads baseball 
clinic at lax State 
I WEEKEND VOLUNTEER and SUMMER STAFF I 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE. 
9 CAMP ASCCA 
"World's Largest Camp for People with Dkabilities" 
COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE IN SOME CURRICULUM 
For Further Information call Tom: I 
Whoever said that the athletes 
of today could not have made it in 
:the old days are dead wrong ac- 
cording to Julian Mock, the direc- 
tor of scouting for the Cincinatti 
Reds baseball team. "The ath- 
letes of today are better because 
we have better youth, high school, 
and college programs," says 
Mock. Mock has been involved 
in the baseball industry for over 
thirty years. He started the first 
baseball clinic in the state of Geor- 
gia. Mock was one of the big 
name people in the baseball in- 
dustry at the Jacksonville State 
University baseball clinic on Sun- 
day January 23 at Pete Mathews 
Coliseum. 
" Because we have these base- 
ball clinics, and because we teach 
the younger kids the proper way 
to play baseball, they have better 
oppurtunities in the Industry," 
Mock said. 
Several professional athletes 
were present at the clinic, includ- 
ing All-Star Shortstop for the 
DetriotTigers,Travis Fryman, and 
Mark Seibert, pitcher from the 
Atlanta braves. 
The baseball clinic also 
brought back some big time JSU 
basebaIl players like Tim 
VanEgman , Todd Mixon, Mark 
Adams, and Memtt Bowden. All 
of the above played on the Na- 
tional Championship Teams for 
JSU in 90 and 91. "The purpose of 
the clinic is to instruct and to teach 
the young guys and their coaches 
how to develope their playing 
skills," Mock says. He says that 
the kids need to know how to 
1 
I 
throw, hit, and field properly. 
Derrick Griffie Also present at the clinic was Sports wriier 
Coach Rudy Abbott's cousin. 
Terry has coached in the major 
leagues for the last five years. 
Every team that he coached in the 
majors has won a League Cham- 
pionship. 
I asked Mr. Mock what would 
he say to an athlete that wanted to 
try out for the majors. He replied, 
"You should run short sprints to 
increase your speed and quick- 
ness, learn the proper throwing 
techniques and practice the long 
toss, and get a tee and hit the ball 
off the tee to work on your swing. 
2051825-9226 * 1-800-843-2267 (Alabama Only) 
\ P.O. Box 21 * Jackson Gap, AL 36861 
JSU CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
fonner JSU player Terry Abbott, 
The Department of Music at Jacksonville State University is proud to announce the 
forming of the JSU CHAMBER ORCHESTRA. This string ensemble wlll perform the 
music of Bach, Handel, Vivaldi, Pachelbel, Mozart, and others. The JSU Chamber 
Orchestra is open to all college and comrnunity members (e.g. Jacksonville, Annis- 
ton, Oxford, Gadsden, Piedmont, Weaver, Alexandria, etc.) who play violin, viola, 
cello, and double bass. The ensemble will rehearse every Monday evening begin- 
ning January 24 kom 7:00 - 9:00 p.m. in room 104 of Mason Hall (Music Building) on 
the JSU campus. For more information, call Dr. Victor Vallo at 782-50481435-8349, 
There were at least eight pro- 
fessional teams present at the 
clinic. Kenny Parker, the hitting 
coach for the Pittsburgh Pirates 
had the first crack at the kids. He 
told the parents to support the kids 
in every way. " Don't harp on the 
things that they do wrong because 
that is not giong to help," Parker 
says. He also stated that in order 
to be successful you have to be 
confident, and the parents sup- 
port will help build that confi- 
dence. 
The clinic would consist of 
two different intervals. The first 
was for the kids and the second 
was for the coaches. The clinic 
was divided into certain catego- 
ries such as: hitting, pitching, in- 
field, outfield, and catching. At 
each station the young kids re- 
ceived hands-on expierence by 
one of the instructors present. 
After working for a while in- 
side the activities relocated out- 
side, where each person recieved 
one on one help with thier skills. 
. , 
~ l l l l l l l l l ~ l l l l l l l l g g l l  
LUNCH DEAL #l 1 I 
I 
1 Small 1 Topping Pizza 
I a n d l ~ o k e  ... Only$5 .00r:  I 
I V d d  at p w b d p a h  stores cob Not vahd md any other ofler Ddmry areas h i t ed  lo m w e  safe dnbq Ou I 
h a s  cany b s  h n  520 00. Oudvkn are no1 pmahzed Iw bte d e b r i s  Pnces rounded to k nearesl m&d. 
Lmted lo 1 coupon per t o p w  h ~ t e d  tm only k-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I LUNCH D E A t  #2 
! 1 Large 2 Topping Pizza .I 
( Vdi i  at prtidplmg stms  cob. Not v M  Ld mj other OHM Why areas mited lo m w e  safe drithg Ov I 
h s s  wny  kss hm S2O.M) Ov & i i  am m t  paubzed lw late deh is .  P k n  mn&d to the n s r m t  r i d d .  
L m h d b 1 c a p m p u W . h i l e d t i m o r i y  , ~ 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - - - 1 1 1 m 1 1 m I = I I = 4  
; LUNCHDEAC#3 
I of Breadsticks and 2 Cokes 
I Get 1 Garden Salad, an Order 
Onlv $5 .OQ Add a Salad Topping. .40 ertm I 1 I*- 7.. I .- .- - v d d  prtclplmg L e s  m i  hot r*d wm a y  o m  one  Dahy  aren maw to m w  w* dnbw ~v - I h e r s  uw *u dun SPO M) Ou d . i  are m t  p a r b ~ e d l m  I r k  Pncer mn&i tothe n a m t m  1 
I Lmlldblca~onpntDpprO hledlmonly  I 
I 
I ' LUNCH DEAL #4 
I1 Medium 2 Topping Pizza 
.- i V d d  ai prlidplar. s b r n  mtf. Not v a M  nth a v  o h  one. Limy area  hated to m s m  safe Ihthg. Ov ' 
&ivss u n y b r  hm $20 W. Ou d r i  are m t  p u l e d  b l a t e  ddvais. Pkes  nxndedto neamtm&el. I 
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I lYlLD YOU SO: Bills and Cowboys in rematch 
Cha-ching ! 
My prediction was correct! 
History will repeat itself u. 
The Bills will face the Cowboys 
in the most watched sporting 
event of 1994, the SUPER 
BOWL! 
Sunday, the Bills did what no 
other team in NFL history has 
done: make it to the SUPER 
BOWL for the fourth straight 
time, defeating Kansas City 30- 
13. 
It was a day that Joe Montana 
will never forget. Come to 
think of it, he did forget. Mon- 
tana went out in the third 
quarter with a slight concussion 
that ended his season as an AFC 
runner-up. 
"I didn't remember for most 
of the third quarter what hap- 
pened let alone what was going 
on," Montana explained. " I 
was trying to pay attention, but I 
couldn't even remember what 
the score was or how they had 
gotten 20 points." 
Montana didn't have Jery Rice 
and John Taylor to make the 
big plays. Kimble Anders 
dropped a 5-yard pass that hit 
him right in the hands. Keith 
Cash also dropped a key pass in 
the game. Both Cash and 
Anders dropped two passes that 
would have made a difference in 
the game. 
~ i e  Bills are already getting 
negative publicity about going 
back to the SUPER BOWL. 
"Hey , we're back," Jim Kelly 
said. "What else can you say 
about what we have accom- 
plished? It means a lot to us. - 
The people who counted us out 
and didn't want us here-sorry. 
Nobody has done what we have 
done." 
Thurman Thomas canied the 
ball 33 times for 186 yards. Jim 
Kelly completed 17 of 27 passes 
for 160 yards. 
The Bills left for the "Peach 
State" Monday and are just 
prepared to have fun in their 
fourth consecutive SUPER 
BOWL appearance. 
Coach Johnson said that this 
JEH JEH PRUITT week he would not say a word, 
SPORTS EDITOR but everyone knows how he 
Jimmy Johnson said his team feels. 
would win and they did. Dallas This is an event that should be 
defeated San Francisco 38-21. marked on every calendar. The 
The game started out close. first ever repeat SUPER 
Dallas scored on its first BOWL will be Sunday. Deja 
posession, driving 75 yards and 
topping it off with a 5 yard run 
from Emmitt Smith. San 
Francisco didn' t score on its 
opening drive but was able to tie 
the game when Steve Young hit 
Tom Rathrnan on a seven yard 
pass over the middle ending an 
80 yard drive. 
Dallas came right back with 
another 80 yard drive and 
scored off a 4-yard run by Daryl 
Johnson. Aikman hit Smith 
from the 11-yard line with 8.56 
left in the half. Aikman also 
found Novacek stretching the 
score 28-7 at the half. San 
Francisco would score two more 
times, one in the third and one 
in the fourth that ended the 
game 38-21. 
vu is the word I'm looking for. 
Yes! That means that Dallas 
will have back to back champi- 
onship seasons. Call me crazy! 
Call it a hunch! But I predict 
Dallas 35 and Buffalo 28. The 
Dome is where it will happen. 
Kick-off is at 5 p.m. on NBC. 
HAMMETT 
I SERVICE CENTER 
I The Hamrnett name has been s y n o n y m o u s  with car care in J a c k s o n v i l l e  f o r  o v e r  40 years. We pledge t o  c o n t i n u e  that t r ad i t i on .  I 
I For Emergency Road Service Call: I 
1 301 Pelham Road, S. Jacksonville, A 1  LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED I 
309 S. Quintard (205) 236- 1761 
A Full Line Pet Shop 
1 1 Fish, Birds and large selection of supplies. 1 
Python 
5-112 ft. 
' Dalmation $1500~ 
' PUPPY 
1 5 Weeks Old I: I 
Other Reptiles Too Many to List 
Huge Store Over 
1,500 Square Feet 
Butch J. Denney 
Business Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 - 6 
Sunday 12 - 5 Closed Wednesdays 
IWHE VILLAGE INN 
I Finally, IT'S HERE! I 
"LOCALLY OWNEDAND OPERATED" 
*GENEROUS PORTIONS, GREAT PRICES AT THE VILLAGE INN 
*LOCATED JUST OFF THE SQUARE 
FAMILY ATMOSPHERE, VARIETY OF FOOD AT THE VILLAGE INN I 
*BUFFET INCLUDES 2 SOUPS, 
25 ITEM SALAD BAR, 
4 MEATS, 8 VEGETABLES, AND 4 DESSERTS 
106-108 Clinton.St. 435-5653 Jacksonville, A 1  
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